CO₂ CORNER PULLEY

DESCRIPTION
The corner pulley, P/N C70-241, is required on a carbon dioxide system whenever remote pull box cable requires a change in direction. Corner Pulleys are installed as part of the cable housing (pipe or conduit) and provides a 90° direction change with minimal loss of force and elimination of induced cable kinking.

The pulley is made from billet brass and is threaded for a 3/8” NPT pipe connection. The pulley incorporates a copper gasket for a water-tight seal and can be used in high temperature environments. Up to fifteen (15) Corner Pulleys may be used per Pull Box.

SPECIFICATIONS
Part Number: C70-241
Materials: Pulley Body: Brass
          Wheel: Brass

APPROVALS:
• UL Listed - Ex 4447
• USCG - 162.038/12/0
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